On a harsh winter day in a small village, where farmers worked hard to build their own houses and huts on unsteady grounds, and grew their own crops to provide their families a decent living, something terrible and devastating happened. It was an inevitable disaster, an earthquake had shaken the entire village tremendously. Everything was in chaos, the damage was severe, a farmer looked at his destroyed house that had once been a home, its bricks toppled down onto the ground, the roof had collapsed and giant cracks along the walls could be easily seen. The unexpected earthquake had destroyed the homes of many families, and they are now waiting for the government to help rebuild their homes.

Many philanthropists helped out and provided those people temporary shelters. Workers immediately drove their bulldozers to clean up the shredded place. The government sent people to investigate the area and started to make plans on reconstructing the place. They wanted to make sure houses were going to be built on steady grounds and that accidents could be prevented if another earthquake was to come. The villagers and farmers were grateful of their help and the food and supplies they had received. They silently hoped that another earthquake will not occur in their village.